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The present invention relates to an improved electromagnetic head assembly for use in magnetic recording and reproducing apparatus.

Electromagnetic heads for magnetic recording purposes, whether they be recording heads, reproducing heads, or erasing heads consist of a ferromagnetic circuit including spaced pole portions separated by a non-magnetic gap. In recent years, the tendency in electromagnetic head design has been toward smaller and smaller heads, and shorter non-magnetic gaps. The latter are desirable from the standpoint of increasing the high frequency response of the electromagnetic head. However, as the head is made smaller and thinner, it is increasingly difficult to maintain the proper critical gap dimensions and to maintain a perfect alignment between the opposed pole portions defining the non-magnetic gap.

With the foregoing in mind, an object of the present invention is to provide an improved electromagnetic head assembly for recording, reproducing, and erasing purposes which includes means for maintaining the opposed pole portions of the head in their proper alignment.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an improved electromagnetic head in which a relatively thin core is provided with support means which give the sides of the core a positive side support as well as holding a non-magnetic spacer in the gap between the opposed pole portions under a slight pressure.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an improved electromagnetic head which can be manufactured from simple metal stampings and rapidly assembled into a complete head structure.

The novel features which I believe to be characteristic of my invention are set forth with particularity in the appended claims. My invention itself, however, both as to its manner of construction and method of operation together with other objects and advantages thereof may best be understood by reference to the following description taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is an exploded view of the components making up the improved electromagnetic head of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a fragmentary view, with parts in elevation, and partially in section illustrating the components of Figure 1 in assembled relation;

Figure 3 is a plan view of a modified head embodying features of the present invention;

Figure 4 is a fragmentary view in elevation and partially in cross-section, of the head shown in Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a plan view of a still further modified head; a

Figural view, partially in cross-section, of the head illustrated in Figure 4;

Figure 7 is a plan view of a still further modified form of the invention;

Figure 8 is fragmentary view with parts in elevation of the head of Figure 7; and

Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of the head illustrated in Figure 8.

As shown in the drawings, the invention as shown in the drawings is applied to an electromagnetic core structure 10 composed of a single laminating of iron or other ferromagnetic material, although it will be appreciated that the invention is equally applicable to head structures made up of a plurality of laminations and to head structures of various geometric shapes. As shown in Figure 1, the core structure 10 includes opposite upstanding leg portions 11 and 12 and a base leg 13. The legs 11 and 12 are provided with integral extensions 14 and 15 which have cooperating tapered pole portions 16 and 17 defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween. The upper surfaces of the extensions 14 and 15, generally indicated at numerals 18 and 19, define record engaging surfaces for receiving an elongated magnetic record member thereacross. A pair of coils "c" are disposed on the legs 11 and 12, one of each coil supplying an alternating magnetic field corresponding to the audio signal and the other providing a relatively high frequency bias field, when the head is employed as a recording head.

The space between the confronting pole portions 16 and 17 is provided with a non-magnetic spacer 20 composed of solder, copper, or other non-magnetic material. As best seen in Figure 1, the top portions of the legs 11 and 12 are slightly tapered as indicated at 21 and 22 to receive a band 25 in closely fitting relation. The band 25 may be composed of any suitable non-magnetic material, and preferably consists of copper so that when the band is placed over the head structure in proximity to the non-magnetic gap, the eddy currents set up in the copper confine the magnetic field to the region of the non-magnetic gap. In addition to copper, materials such as beryllium copper, aluminum, and non-metallic materials such as phenolic resins can also be employed. In the form of the invention illustrated in Figure 1, the band 25 is split as at 26 to give it added flexibility, and for convenience of manufacture.

As the band 25 is placed over the core 10 as illustrated in Figure 2, the opposite end walls of the band 25 engage the tapered portions 21 and 22 of the core structure, the spacing between the opposed side walls of the band 25 being sufficiently small so that these walls provide a positive side support for the pole portions 16 and 17. At the same time, the tight engagement of the ends of the band 25 with the tapered portions 21 and 22 provide a positive pressure on the pole portions 16 and 17, keeping the non-magnetic spacer 20 tightly engaged therebetween.

In the modified form of the invention illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, a core 30 substantially identical with core 10 illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 is employed, with the exception that the tapered wall portions 21 and 22 are eliminated. In this form of the invention, a continuous band 31 engages the opposed legs 32 and 33 of the core 30, and a removable, triangularly shaped wedge 35 is pressed between the end of the leg 33 and the inner end wall of the band 31.

The tapering of the legs, as in Figures 1 and 2 and the use of a wedge element as in Figures 3 and 4 represent two means by which tight engagement can be secured between the non-magnetic band and the magnetic core structure. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other suitable engaging means can be employed, such as by providing a series of teeth on the legs of the electromagnetic core structure which tightly grip the non-magnetic band to urge the pole portions of the core structure together and prevent relative lateral movement between the pole portions.

In the form of the invention illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, an electromagnetic core 40 having a non-magnetic
3. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a magnetic core structure including spaced pole portions defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, and a non-magnetic band carried by said core structure in relatively tight engagement, said band having means associated therewith providing positive side support for said pole portions directly at said gap.

4. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a magnetic core structure including spaced pole portions defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, and means comprising a non-magnetic band of conductive material engaging said spaced pole portions to provide positive side support for said pole portions, and said band being of conductive material and extending on either side of an overlying part of said spaced pole portions defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween.

5. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a magnetic core structure including spaced contacting surfaces having a parallel arrangement and means comprising a split non-magnetic band engaging said spaced pole portions defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, and means comprising a split non-magnetic band engaging said core structure in the vicinity of said pole portions to provide positive side support for said pole portions, said band being of conductive material and extending on either side of the confronting pole portions to confine the magnetic field therebetween.

6. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced legs, extensions on said legs defining a record engaging surface, a non-magnetic spacer between the ends of said extensions, a non-magnetic band engaging said spaced legs to provide positive side support for said extensions, and wedge means between one of said legs and said band.

7. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced legs, extensions on said legs defining a record engaging surface, a non-magnetic spacer between the ends of said extensions, a non-magnetic band having convex side portions and relatively straight end portions engaging the opposed ends of said legs, and wedge means between said extensions and said convex side portions.

8. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced legs, extensions on said legs defining a record engaging surface, a non-magnetic spacer between the ends of said extensions, and a non-magnetic band having concave side portions pressing against said extensions in the region of said spacer to provide positive side support for said extensions and holding said spacer in place under pressure.

9. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced legs, extensions on said legs defining a record engaging surface, a non-magnetic spacer between the ends of said extensions, and a non-magnetic band having concave side portions pressing against said extensions in the region of said spacer to provide positive side support for said extensions and holding said spacer in place under pressure, the top edges of said concave side portions having a contour substantially identical with the contour of said record engaging surface.

10. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced legs, extensions on said legs defining a record engaging surface, a non-magnetic spacer between the opposed ends of said extensions, and a non-magnetic band having side portions pressing against said extensions in the region of said spacer to provide positive side support for said extensions and holding said spacer in place under pressure, the top edges of said side portions having a contour substantially identical with the contour of said record engaging surface.

11. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a ring-type magnetic core structure including inturnd extensions having broad flat side surfaces and a tape-contacting upper surface relatively narrow in relation to the height of said side surfaces and terminating in confronting pole portions having end edges defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, and a band of non-magnetic material embracing said core structure and having integral broad flat side surfaces on the inner side thereof in extended flat surface engagement with said broad flat side surfaces of said extensions on each side thereof immediately adjacent said gap.

12. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a pair of spaced generally parallel upright legs, inturnd extensions on the respective legs and extending substantially at right angles to said legs and toward each other and terminating in directly confronting end edges defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, said extensions having opposite broad flat vertical side surfaces and having upper flat side surfaces parallel to and in extended flat engagement with the broad flat side surfaces of said pole portions, said band being in wedged engagement with said core structure, said means providing positive side support for said pole portions.

13. An electromagnetic head assembly comprising a magnetic core structure including spaced confronting pole portions defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, and means comprising a split non-magnetic band engaging
pair of spaced generally parallel upright legs, inturned extensions on the respective legs and extending substantially at right angles to said legs and toward each other and terminating in directly confronting end edges defining a non-magnetic gap therebetween, said extensions having opposite broad flat side surfaces and upper tape-receiving surfaces of breadth substantially less than the height of said side surfaces, and a band of non-magnetic material of constant rectangular cross section and loop configuration encircling said extensions and having broad flat constraining surfaces extending generally parallel to the broad flat side surfaces of said extensions and in broad flat extended surface-to-surface engagement therewith immediately adjacent said gap, said broad flat constraining surfaces being integral with said band at the inner side thereof.
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